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The fees Mid-Rivers must pay to the owners of CBS, NBC, ABC, FOX and associated broadcast stations to carry local TV
channels in your cable lineup are going up again on January 1, 2022. Fees we pay to the companies who own and produce cable
programming (ESPN/Disney, Turner Networks, NBC Universal, FOX, Discovery Networks, Root Sports and others) will also
increase again January 1. To help cover the latest programming cost increases, without dropping channels, cable TV customers
will see the following rate increases :effective January 1, 2022

The Local Broadcast Station Charge will increase by $3.00 per month.
Expanded, Choice and Ultimate Cable TV packages (and Bundles including these packages) will increase by $10.00 per
month.

The ways customers watch video have changed greatly in the last few years. As you know, we have been forced to drop
programming from the cable TV lineup, and continually raise subscriber rates to keep up with ballooning programming costs.
Cable TV subscriber counts are on a steep decline as customers move to streaming video. Cable TV is a courtesy we have
provided only to certain customers in select areas, while customers in all parts of our service area rely heavily on us for Internet
and telephone services. Cable TV makes up only about 12 percent of the Cooperative's active customer connections today.
Traditional cable television services are no longer a sustainable option for small communities. 

To give you plenty of time to examine the many other video options available, we are notifying you more than two years in
advance that  You are free to make otherMid-Rivers plans to discontinue cable television service as of December 31, 2023.
arrangements for TV services at any time prior to that date. As you transition to other TV services, please keep in mind the
"Important Switching Tips" included at the bottom of our TV Options and Streaming Guide on the reverse. 

 In fact, this change will allow us to focus on staying ahead ofMid-Rivers Internet and telephone services will NOT be affected.
your broadband needs and making sure all our communities across 30,000 square miles have the essential, robust broadband
Internet services they need to survive and thrive. 

Many small cable providers are facing the same challenges, and the same difficult decisions. Fortunately, today's video customers
have more options than ever before. We know you value your TV services, and we will be here to help you transition to a video
service that makes sense for you. Please talk to one of our representatives about your many options today and take advantage
of the time available to make the right decision for you. 

Sincerely,

 
Michael Candelaria, 
General Manager/CEO
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